Time to change filters

filters

volvo construction equipment

Genuine Volvo filters – your best choice

The only requirements for an entire service life of reliable operation from your Volvo are regular service and maintenance
intervals, and that you allow your machine to remain a Volvo.
Only genuine Volvo parts guarantee that you can maintain the
high quality that you’ve already paid for. Don’t compromise on
productivity and profitability, make the right choice once again.

Volvo Construction Equipment is different. Our machines are designed, built
and supported in a different way. That difference comes from an engineering
heritage of over 180 years. A heritage of thinking first about the people who
actually use the machines. About how to help them be safer, more comfortable,
more productive. About the environment we all share. The result of that thinking
is a growing range of machines and a global support network dedicated to
helping you do more. People around the world are proud to use Volvo.
Not all products are available in all markets. Under our policy of continuous improvement, we
reserve the right to change specifications and design without prior notice. The illustrations do not
necessarily show the standard version of the machine.
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Advantages filters
Engine oil filters

Heavy-duty sheet metal housing protects against damage
that can lead to leakage.
Elastic bonded joints prevent leakage that can be caused
by vibrations and pressure.
A special type of filter media filters all harmful particles
without clogging.

Hydraulic oil filters

Fibre-glass filter cartridge gives higher cleaning efficiency
and longer change interval for hydraulic oil.

Fuel filters

Specially designed filter insert can handle both the varying
operating pressures in the fuel system and vibrations without affecting the filtration capacity.
Elastic rubber seal eliminates the risk for leakage, even in
extremely tough operating conditions.

Air filters

A special type of filter media gives higher cleaning efficiency,
less engine wear and longer change interval.
Large filtering surface gives high dust capacity and prevents early clogging, which in turn means fewer filter
changes.

Breather filters

The breather air is one of the major sources of pollution in
the oil, which causes unnecessary wear. Our breather filters are specially designed for Volvo and clean the air as
well as ventilates tanks, oil sumps, and axles.
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